SNOW or SEVERE WEATHER POTENTIAL REDUCED SERVICE

CAMPUS COMMUNITY POLICE, EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND FIRE SAFETY SERVICE PLAN

SEVERE WEATHER OR SNOW EXPECTED
ADVANCE COMMUNICATIONS BY: Director, Campus Safety Office, Emergency Management and Fire Safety with Associate VP Physical Resources

4:15 a.m.
GROUND SUPERVISOR and CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICE SUPERVISOR

Grounds collaborates with the Campus Safety Office Supervisor or designate. If a closing or reduced service is contemplated, Grounds Supervisor contacts the AVP Physical Resources/ designate and Campus Safety Office Supervisor or designate contacts the Director, Campus Safety Office/ designate.

5:00 a.m.
AVP PHYSICAL RESOURCES/ DESIGNATE and DIRECTOR CSO/ DESIGNATE

Communicate and decide on strategy if the Vice President (Finance and Operations) is to be called.

5:15 a.m.
VP FINANCE AND OPERATIONS/ DESIGNATE

VP decision is made at this time and President is consulted.

5:30 a.m.
If University closure/ continuing to remain open is decided: Communications to post internal/ external messages.
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